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The Relate Dongles
The Relate Dongles provide fine-
grained relative position information
to co-located devices on the basis 
of peer-to-peer sensing, to directly 
establish their spatial relationships, 
without need for infrastructure 
in their environment.
    The dongles are based on wireless sensor devices im-
plemented as USB peripherals that can 
be readily used to extend mobile com-
puters with peer-to-peer sensing. The 
dongles are designed to perform best 
when the devices are positioned 
approximately in the same plane.
    The Relate network is used to co-
ordinate and collect range and angle-
of-arrival measurements using ultrasonic signals between 
the dongles, and also to share information such as host 
and user names and IP address, when the mobile com-
puter is connected to a network.
The Relate Toolkit Architecture
The range and angle-of-arrival measurements are aggre-
gated into a spatial model of the co-located devices. 
This spatial information is encapsulated in a set of widgets 
we call the Relate toolkit, enabling the use of spatial infor-
mation for different applications. For example, the device 
map (a Relate toolkit widget) shows an abstract represen-
tation of the co-located devices in their relative spatial 
arrangement.
.
Interaction by spatial reference
We use spatial information to enable transparent interaction 
across spontaneously co-located devices. The Relate 
Dongle constantly acquires measurements, which are 
aggregated into the local spatial model. Any movement 
of the devices can be observed in the device map widget 
as a movement of the abstract device icon.
Data Access 
The Relate Dongles exchange host details such as Relate 
ID, IP Address, device type and user name over the Relate 
node RF network. However, there are limits for the amount 
of non-measurement information that can be exchanged. 
Instead, we implement exchange of further information by
wireless IP network. 
For example, we have implemented a scenario where the 
user can exchange virtual business cards of other users in 
VCard format just by knowing the device's relative location.
File Exchange
The Relate toolkit's implementation of transparent IP net-
work access allows users to send files to remote mobile 
devices by dragging and dropping the file on their abstract 
graphical representation.
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